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ABSTRACT 
● What is HavEther 

HavEther is a decentralized and fully transparent Charity Donation platform built 
on Ethereum Smart Contract, through which fundraisings of our token "HET" are 
organized, the majority of which is donated to charities, Homeless, orphanages, 
hospitals and other needies. 
• You will Use the HET token as the main currency for transactions, thus allowing 
increased growth and scalability with instant transfers compared to traditional 
currency. 

 



What is HavEther Token 
HavEther Token {HET} is a form of cryptocurrency based on the ERC20 Token 
Standard which will be used in the donating charities, on top of Ethereum Smart 
Contract to eliminate middlemen risk and allow fast secure payments to 
participants. 

• The HET token will be used as the primary type of currency on the HavEther 
platform 

• In the near future, based on our community grows we are going to migrate to our 
own blockchain to have more flexibility to implement features such as PoW, PoS, 
master nodes and more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 
● Market Analysis and Opportunity 

Charitable giving in 2016 jumped nearly 3 percent from 2015 to $390 billion. 

Giving from individuals alone amounted to $282 billion, with the rest coming from 
estates, foundations and corporations. 

Ethereum has a Market Cap of $22.4 billion USD “at a current time”, with roughly 
$1.2 billion worth of Ether exchanged every 24 hours period. Due to the increased 
adoption and strong foundation behind the project, it was natural for us to choose 
Ethereum as one of the pillars of our platform. 

We see a huge opportunity in this market since we have the privilege of being the 
first ones to combine the cryptocurrency’s blockchain features with the latest 
technologies and best practices available, in a new platform, which will challenge 
the status quo. 

A part of this will consist of our Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 
features which will have a big impact in the user-experience overall, making it 
more easy and reliable for them to use the platform and be active within the 
community. 

The success stands in the main description of the platform: “People-oriented”           
– because it’s not about starting up a business, but about solving a problem; as long                
as people have problems, they will always search for better, faster and smarter             
ways to accomplish the related solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR PRINCIPLES  
There are principles that we as a annon.. team constantly thrive to use them in our 
daily work, which are backed up by empirical evidence expressed by a 
comprehensive research from The Ecommerce Genome by Compass in their 
Startup Genome report[8], which looked at 650 internet startups. Thus, we believe 
the following principles are the reason of a productive mindset which will benefit 
the team and the work that we do overall: 

1. Commitment to stay the course and stick with a chosen path 

2. Willingness to adjust, but not constantly adjusting 

3. Patience and persistence due to the timing mismatch of expectations and reality 
4. Willingness to observe, listen and learn 

5. Develop the right mentoring relationships 

6. Leadership with general and domain specific business knowledge 

7. Balance of technical and business knowledge, with necessary technical expertise 
in product development 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR VISION  
Anonymously Team Vision is to create a world in which every time you give 
money to charity and good causes, you have total trust that your funds are going 
exactly where you want them to. 
 
By giving absolute trust and confidence, we believe donors will choose to give 
more money to the causes they care about.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PROJECT ASPECT 
★ ANONYMITY Since the beginning of HavEther we choose to remain 

anonymous in the project.  
This has helped the us focus on the main project and ensure steady growth. 
We see the same in the original vision of bitcoin, anonymity was also part of its 
success. 
Our goal is results that are tangible in blockchainize charitable. 
★ DECENTRALIZED Many ERC20 tokens starting are used by businesses 

that are centralized entities. 
The original vision of blockchain technology is to operate in a way that is peer to 
peer and not a part of any centralized hub. 
The genius of this technology is that it runs and works apart from the control of 
any one individual. 
★ OPEN SOURCE In keeping with the psyche of many projects in the crypto 

world we desire to be open source with everything that is developed. 
From Wallet Apps to any donation applications. Everything will be open source 
after initial development This will allow for further innovation and for anyone to 
take part in improving HavEther Ecosystem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP 
● May 2018:  Thinking 

In may 2018 i started thinking about how to eliminate middlemen risk in 
charitable system. 

 

● July 2018:  Found The Solution 

In july 2018 i discovered that to use blockchain as an alternative to 
centralize system. 

 

● Sep. 2018:  Core Development 

i registered the domain name (Havether.org) and  build token site and create 
the token and also Bitcointalk Announcement, and also started the token 
sale. 

 

● Oct. 2018:  Exchange Listing 

the token sale ended and started to list our token our targeted direct paid 
exchange. 

● Dec. 2018:  Testing The Platform 

Start the private testing of the alpha-version and continue the development 
of the beta. 

 

● Jan. 2019:  Main Platform Ready 

Everything is ready the platform will start functioning and continue serving 
the charities. 



THE PROBLEM 
Charitable giving and volunteering is susceptible to rise in times of uncertainty; 
spurred by natural disasters, human tragedies, and divisive political turbulence. In 
inspiring displays of human resilience, we turn these negative events into positive 
outcomes, fueling the healing and growth of our society at large. 
 
Unfortunately for the organizations that make these positive changes possible, 
however, this irregular pattern of “peaks and valleys” in donations and volunteer 
efforts are, by their nature, difficult or impossible to predict. Without regular, 
ongoing, predictable income, it’s difficult to plan ahead. We want to give the most 
noble organizations in our culture the space and the capital. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OUR SOLUTION 
HavEther is a decentralized charity platform that aims to make donations with 
Cryptocurencies regular and manageable. 
 
The platform allows users to donate small amounts of token to causes they care 
about in under 60 seconds. Users can set their accounts anonymously  to donate 
Cryptocurencies. 
possible causes: education and arts, the environment, homelessness and poverty, 
equality, health and relief, and violence and bullying. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OUR GOAL IS ONLY $80,000 

The main reason behind issuing this token is to let's complete the project and start 
supporting the earlier needy that's why we issue small supply(100k) and we will 
airdrop almost 40%. 

TOKEN CREATION STRUCTURE  
● Information : 

Coins supported for contribution : Bitcoin, Ethereum, BitcoinCash,  

- HavEther Token Private Sale event will begin on Sep. 20, 2018, and 
end on October 23, 2018. 

 

● Enjoyment for our contributors: 

         Bes� on o�r mi����n we ta���t�� x10 fo� o�r e�r�� 
co��r����or� an� x4 to o�r la�� co��r����or�. 

● Listing Price on Exchange: $10 
● Private Sale Price: $1 
● Public Sale Price: $2.5 

 

❖ Token Structure: 
❖ Token Name: HavEther Token 
❖ Token Ticker: HET 
❖ Token Total Supply: 100,000 



❖  

❖ Token Distribution Structure: 
❖ Private Sale: 30,000 (30%) 
❖ Public Sale: 20,000 (20%) 
❖ Airdrop: 40,000 (40%) 
❖ Anonymously Team: 5,000 (5%) 
❖ And 5,000 (5%) for earlier needies 

 
And Unsold Token will be added to earlier needies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

HOW TO PURCHASE  
You can purchase (HET) Token With BTC, BCH, and ETH only and you will pay 
directly to bellow Addresses. 
 
BTC: 1Cc9XvtGSmvH1bApK3PUXPHQ9L798tZsGf 
BCH: qpl57yxr77jxhjaeuctwq48487jvk5py2gpvkehlpl 
ETH: 0x4739d1036bD091b65612D482e9085Ba4769a5D98 
 
After making a payment equivalent to token you want buy then send email to 
HavEther@gmail.com or instant response telegram @HavEtherAdmin 
 
Additional Information: - You can store your coins HavEtherToken (HET) in any 
compatible erc20 wallet: 

▪ Metamask 

▪ MyEtherWallet 

▪ Trust Wallet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

FUNDS ALLOCATION 
❖ Direct Paid Exchange Listing: 45% 
❖ Technology Development: 30% 
❖ Branding & Marketing: 20% 
❖ Advertisement: 5% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HavEther Team 
 
 

In The Ps��he Of “Sat���� Nak����o” The HavE���r 
Fo�n���s Ha Cho��� To Sta��� Ano��m����y. 

Tha� t�e vi���� of Dec���r��i��t�o� 
O�R A�M IS TO MA�� EV��� ON� F�E� F�O� 

PO���T� B� DO����N� O�R NE���E�!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OUR OFFICIAL LINKS 
Website —  havether.org 

Platform Demo —  demo.havether.org 

Telegram Chat -  t.me/HavEther 

Telegram ANN —  t.me/HavEtherAnn 

Twitter —  twitter.com/HavEther 

Bitcointalk —   https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5031812.msg45862938#msg45862938 

GitHub  —   github.com/HavEther 

YouTube —  youtube.com/channel/UCZBtuAbVRnB-rVl7scccK5Q 

LinkedIn —  linkedin.com/in/havether-organisation-b33a71170 

Medium —  medium.com/@havether 

Discord —  https://discord.gg/9Ufmxr 

Whitepaper —  
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USEFUL LINKS 
https://havether.org 
https://firebase.com 
https://www.ethereum.org 
https://givingusa.org/tag/giving-usa-2017 
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/ethereum 
http://money.cnn.com/2016/06/14/news/charity-donations-americans/index.html 
http://cnbc.com/2017/06/13/americans-gave-390-billion-to-charity-last-year.html 
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